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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLAIN BEARING IN SCROLL COMPRESSORS 

Xiong Ze Nan Qian Zhong Liang 
Xi'an Jiaotong University, China 

ABSTRACT 

Hu Zhi Ping 

Ningjiang Machine Tool Works 

The performance of scroll compressor depend a great e~tent on the conditions of wear and energy consumption of the plain bearing. In this paper, the frictional behaviour of the phin bearing was analyzed, the operating conditions of the plain bearing were discussed. In addition, author presented parameter selection and some material of the plain bearing. 

INTRODUCTION 

Plain bearings are often employed as the main bearing of scroll compressors and shaft bearing of the orbiting scroll. (Fig. 1) These bearings support or transmit loads, slide relative to the main ~ial or the orankpin, and operate over a long period of time under the conditions of great oil-film pressure, high oil-film temperature and corrosion of the organic acid formed by the high-temperature oxidation of the lubricating oil. The reliability and service life as well as some other important economic and technicalindexes of scroll compressors all depend a great extent on the conditions of wear and energy consumption of the plain bearing. ClJ 
To reduce friction and wear, we have tested on some geometric and operating parameters. As the plain bearing of scroll compressors is a typical hydrodynamic lubrication system, its working condition is not only related to the properties of the materal, but also depends on the lubrication of the syatem. FUrthermore, the structure, machining and assembly precision for bearing, and the quality of the lubricating oil are all closely connected with lubrication, and together they affects on the reliability and durability of the bearing system. Therefore, both lubrication and the material should be taken into consideration in order to guarantee the long-term reliable operation of the plain bearing of scroll oompressore. 

ANALYSIS OF THE FRICTIONAL BEHAVIOUR OF THE PLAIN BEARING 
Most of the scroll compressors that are used today for air-conditioning are hermetic. The medium cooling capacity scroll compressor in our test has the pressure of the plain bearing of about 8 MPa, linear velocity of the journal of 5.4 M/s, surface temperature of the bearing of 110 °c. In such a demanding condition, the plain bearing may fail due to wear, fatigue, corrosion and fluid erosion if the operating parameters go beyond certain limits. The moet important form of failure is wear, which is closely connected with other forms of failure, and with the performance and economy of the bearing as well. 
As we know, wear is caused by friction, and the most effective way of re-

Fig. 1 Bearing and crank of scroll compressor 
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ducing friction. wear is lubrication. According to the lubricant storage be

tween the friot1on .surfaces, friction of the plain bearing can be categorized 

1nto ~~h four ~ond1t1ons as dry friction, boundary friction, mixed friction 

and flu1d fr1ct1on [21. Pig. 2 shows the frictional behaviour curve drawn 

from the teat results. 

In·Pig. 2, f is the friction 

coefficient, '1'\. is the dynamic vis

cosity of the lubricating oil, MPa.s 

1 11. is the rotating velocity of the f 

journal, rad/s; p is the prss~rurs of 

the bearing, N/mm2, "l.n/p ie the cha

racteristic number of the bearing , 

dimensionless parameter. 

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that 

when 'fln/p is greater than :Ac,the 

oil film is thick enough to separ~ 

the two metal surfaces of the jour

nal and the bearing completely, and 

friction ooaure inside the fluid. 

Although the friction coefficient f 

increases with fln/p, the values of 

fare very 11mall (f..:0.005-0.0l) 

when fl..n/p is smaller than A<,it en

J'ig. 2 Frictional behaviour curve of 

the plain bearing 

lo Boundary friction a~ea 

2. mixed friction area 

3. fluid friction area 

ters the mixed friction area first, and the oil film gets thinner so as not to 

separate the two metal surfaces. Friction depends on both the property of the 

lubricating oil and the roughnees peak of the contact surfaces. The friction 

coef:f'icient increaees apparently (0.005<f..::O.l). When "1n/p continues to 

decrease, only a very thin oil film is absorbed on the metal surfaces,the ocn

tact ratio of the roughness peaks of the two surfaces increases rapidly and 

the friction coefficient increases greatly as well. (O.l< :t< o. 3). This time 

it enters the boundary friction area. I:f there is no lubricating oil between 

the two metal surfaces, it is in the dry frictioll area, and under the action .. 

of the load, pick-up will occur between the contact peRks o:f the surface, caua

ing serious friction and wear. 

To ,guarantee the long-term steady op.eration of the scroll compreeeor, the 

plain bearing must not work in the dry friction condition. It has been proved 

in practice that even ~light oarelesenees with the :friction condition may re

sult in the pick-up and even "seisure" between the eurfa.oee of the journal and 

the bearing, forcing the compressor to shut down. 

Therefore, fluid lubrication or friction is the aim of the wea.~-free design 

of plain bearings. Efforts should be made to secure a :fluid friction condition 

for the plain bearing, and thus steady operatioll state :free from sur:fe.ce wear.~ 

OPERATING CONDU'ION JND PA!UXET!:ft SELEC'l'ION OF THE PLAIN BEARING 

~he load of the plain bearing in the scroll compressor remains almost the 

same magnitude, and keenn its direction on the centre line between the journal 

and the bearing.Fro~en machine oil is ueed as the lubricant,there:fore,the bear

illC can be regarded aa a h;ydrodylJalll:jg lubrication journal bearing csn-~g a static 

load. Acted on by a load, one side of the static journal will stick to the sur

face of the bearing. When the rotating velocity of the journal reaches a cer

tain value, the dynamic pressure produced by the wedge effect can bring in en

ough lub~icating oil to part the contact metal surfaces and make the pressure 

inside the oil layer carry the load on the journal. This shows that the oil 

film has alrady formed, and the bearing can operate in the liquid friction con

dition. When the rotating velocity keeps inc~easing, the pressure in the oil 

layer increases ae well and the centre o:f the journal gets closer to ths center 

of the bearing. 

There must be a oil film of enough thickness between the two eur:faces in 

order to separate the eur:tacea of the journal and the bearing. Th~ thi?knese 

f the oil film is determined by the geometric parameters, load, v1scoe1ty of 

~he lubricating oil and the oil feed! therefore, the oil film of enough thick-
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nee• oan only be built by comprehensive measures. 

The o:perating condition o£ the hydrod.;ynamio lubrication journal bearing 
ie shown in P'1«• 3. 

In ?ig. 3, R and r are the ratio 
o£ the bearing bore and the journal 
reapectiveiy, m1 F is the load. on 
the baering, N! <..! ie the rotating 
velocity o£ the journal, rad/sJ and. 
p ie the preasu.ra field o£ the oil
film und.e:r the d.ynlllllio presl!ltlre. 

When the resultant o£ foroee o£ 
the pressure field is in equilibrium 

--wi'i>h _tru._ lo_ad,the centre of the jour
nal is at the static equilibriua posi
tion o, a ecoentrioit7 o~ e tra. the 
centre o~ the beerin,; 0!,. <P ie the 
Mgle between the connecting line Ob o 
and the aoting line o£ the e:r.ternal 
load! hmin is the minimum oil-film 
thioklleee, m. 

Let the bearing radial clearance 
C • R-r,mt 

the bearing relative clearance 
-.Jt• o/r! 

and the eccentricity ratio be
tween the journal and the bearing bore 
E. • e/c, 

Fig. 3 The operating condition o£ 
the plain journal bearing 

nee a 
then the minimum oil-film thick-

h,nin•c-e•c( 1- E.) 
-y-r(l- c) 

From (1) we know that we oan get hmin if we know 
I 

(l) 

In liquid friction theory, when the lubricating oil film forms contiauously, 
we can get the eXpreeeion o£ the load-carrying capacity of the plain bearing 
by solving the Reynolde equation of the limited length ~lain oearing, 

F • 7BDS0 (2) 

where B ie the o~erBting length of the bearing, m; 
D is the nominal diameter of the bearing bore, m1 
S0 i~ Sommerfeld Number, a dimensionless o~eration characteristic 

number to e%preee the load-carrying oapaclty, and the other 
8Jmbole have the same meaning and dimension as before. 

S0 can be eXpressed ae 

where p is the pressure of the bearing, MPa, and the other symbols have 
the same meaning and dimension as before. 

S0 is a :!'woction o£ the length-ra.diue ratio B/D and the included angle (J, 
o£ the bearing , the latter of which ie determined by the a:r.ial section o~ 
the bearing, and ie usually 36o0 or 18o0 • The load-carrying oil film oe.n onl;r 
form ~n the scope o£ the included angle. It should be emph,..ized that once the 
hydrodynamic lubrication oil film is formed, the greater So 1 the greater the 
lo&d-oa:-r71ng capacity of the oil fi~. A.ll the bearings with the same geome
tric parameters will operate at the same ecc•ntricity i£ only the S0 cumber• 
ar• the "ame, regardlese o£ the rotating velocity ot their journals, load , clearance, and the vi"cceity o~ the luhrioatin,; oil. C3l 
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Caloulation of S0 ie vef'y comple%. For given valuee of J3 and B/D, the 

oaloulation reBUlts of So and can be made into a chart and table for applica-

tion in deei~. Given the geometf'ic par~etere, and parameters of operating 

condition euch as load and rotating velocity, we can get the eccentf'icity ratio 

of the bearing in steady cpef'ation state by these charts, and then calculate the 

minimum oil-film thickness by (1). For the plain bearing we have used in the 

compressor, fi •360° 9 B/~0.7 9 ~5000 N, n•2850 rpm, the environment temperature 

t•90 °C, and it is lubricated by 25~ frozen oil. Accordingly the minimum oil

film thickness hmin•2.l)lm. 

It should be pointed out that the calculated hmin is the theoretical va

lue under the ideal condition of smooth BUf'face and parallel bus linea on the 

surfaces of the journal and the bearing. In pract~ce, both surfaces have rough

ness and bBd circularity. In addition, since assembly error or deformation may 

lead to the relative inclination of the journal and the bearing,the theoretical 

minimum oil-film thickness must be greater than or equal to the minimum. allow

able film thickne1111, i.e., 

hmin ;;-,. [ htnin 1 

(hmin1 can be estimated by the following equation, 

(4} 

where az1 and RZ2 are the average heights of the surface unevenness of the 

journal and the bearing f'eepectively. 

The load-c&f'rying capacity of the hydrodynamic tubrication hearing is mainly 

confined by hmin and the service temperature of the lubricating oil. Given 

hmin , the load-oa!'r;ying capacity of the bearing >~ill increase with the linear 

velocity of the journal surface v. However, when the velocity is too high, the 

heat produced by friction will greatly reduce the viscosity of the lub;icating 

oil, which will limit o> reduce the load-carrying capacity. The ma%imum veloci

ty limit is detef'mined by the oil-film oscillation of the beaf'ing.The operation 

limit curve of the plain bearing iS shown in Fig. 4. 

The pef'formance of the hydrodynamic lubrication bearing is ~onnected with 

such parameters as the bearing pressure, rotating velocity of the journal,vie

coeity of the lubricating oil and the beari~ structure. The rotating velocity 

or the journal is detemined by the genef'al de,eign of the machJ.ne and cannot be 

changed, but all the other parameters can be changed whenever neceseary. 

A greater bearing pressure p can 

reduce the dimensions of the b~aring 

and help it operate in 8teady state. 

However if the pressure is too high, 

the oil film will get thinner and the 

pef'formanee of the lubricating oil 
and the machining, and assembly pre

ci8ion of the parts must be improved, 

it may even result in the failure to 

make liquid lubrication. When the 

preesur• is too low, however,the di

mensions of the bearing must be in

creased, and oil-film oscillation 

may occur due to the Vef'y emall eo

centricity ratio at great velocity, 

making the bearing lose steadiness. 

The smallef' the value of B/D , 

the gf'eatef' the end flu%,the smaller 

the ff''icticn powef' loss and the bear

int tempeTature rise, but the smaller 

the load-carrying capacity. If B/D 

increal!'e.s, the load-ca.rr;ying capacity 

can be im~roved,but the power loee 

ro'r-----r---~----~----r---~-----. 

ll'ig. 4 Operation lillltt C\U"Ve of 
the plain beariBC 

and the ~empef'ature f'ise will also incf'eaee. 
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Furthe:rmore·; the inclination of the journal may result in the •dge contact. Therefore, B/D of the ~lain bearing in scroll com~reseore generally ranges from 0.1 to 1. 

The :relative clearance lf hae a significant effeot on the load-oarrying capacity, rotating precision and the temperature riae. A smaller Cf may im~rove the load-carrying ca~acity, but the ~ower lose and tempe:rature rise will increase, and the lubricating oil feed will decrease. Too small a ,V value may even result in the failure to build the lubricating oil film. Generally, can be selected by the following empirical formula [4) 

(5) 
where v is the journal surface linear velocity, m/s. 

SELECTION 011' THE B!WUNG MATERUL 

Ae eaid above, liquid friction for the ~lain bearing ia only an ideal condition. In practice, the minimum o:1.l film thicknese of the bearing is only 1 ~3 _am, and such a thin oil film cannot overcome the effects produced by shutdown, starting, slow-running, machining and assembly erro~ of the related parte, and the roughness of the working surface. Local metal surface contact caused wear .nd scoring is thus inevitable. When the specific power of com~reesor is increased, the performance characteristic number So of the plain bearing will decrease. According to our testing results, the plain bearing frequently ope:ratee in the mixed or boundary friction condi"tion. To gu.arantee the lasting ad reliable operation of the bearing under theee two conditione, the bearing material must ~oeeese the following pro~ertiees [5J 

1. Good mechanical properties at high temperature---- to be preeaure - reeistant and shock-resistant, and have enough fatigue strength. 

2. Good eurface ~roperties ---- small friction coefficient of the surface and not eaey to wear, 

3. Good compatibility with the journal material ----adhesive-wear-resistant and ecuffing-reeietant when the journal rune at a low velocity or the oil film is very thin, thua avoiding journal scoring or ~eeizure". 

4. Good conformability---- able to adapt to the inclination of the bearing and other geometric er:rors. 

5. Good embedability ----able to accept and hold in herd foreign grains and ~revent scoring the jou:rnal, 

6. Good lubrication ability - great a:ffini ty to the lubricant and able to form uniformly-absorbed oil film on the surface of the material. 

1. Good w•ar-in behaviour---- The surface roughness of the bearing ma
terial ie easy to decreaee in operation, which ensures the fit of the journal and bearing surfaces. 

8. Anti-corrosion---- able to reeiet the corrosion of the organic acid produced by the aging and oxidation of the lubricating oil. 

No existing bear:~.ng material ean satisfy all the above property requiremente, and selection must be made by ta.i:i~ into canuderatiot• the Specific conditions. The multi-layer composite mate:rial, whose overall performance ie more successfUl, represents one of the trends in the development of bearing material The Tinned bronze ie an extensively a~plisd beer~ng material,but we have found out that the bearing of thie material is liable to adhesive wear and &coring due to the poor conformability an4 embedability of the material. When the leaded bron~e is in the boundary friction condition, the lead :~.n free state ie easy to be coa"ted on the bearing surface to form the anti-friction film. Besides, ito ehock-reeietant and fatigue-resistant perform&Dce ie superior to that of the bearing alloy. Therefore leaded bronze ie suitable for 
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the plain bearing in scroll oompreeeore. In oar teet, the leaded bronze with 

the lead content of 2~ wee used; and after 2400 hours of operation, no adhe

sive we.r occurred, aDd the we&r of the frictional eurfaoee ia 8 _.... To further 

improve the anti-friction and wear-resistant performance of the bearing, DU 
and DX bearin.ge made of composite materials may be adopted. 

CONCLUSION 

1. Plain bearing is one of the key parte of the eoroll compressor. The wear 

and energy consumption condition holds great influence on the reliability 

and service life of the compressor. 

2. Wear is the main form of failure of the plain bearing ~d lubrioat1cn is the 

most effective way to reduce friction and prevent wear. 

3· The lubricating oil film must be built between the bearing and the journal 

in order to gUarantee the liquid friction condition for the bearing. The 

minimum oil-film thickness must be greater than or equal to the minimum al~ 

lowable thickness. hmi.n ;;. ( hmin1 

4. The minimum oil-film thickness is usually very small, and the bearing often 

operate in the mixed or boundary friction condition in practice. Therefore, 

the bearing material must possess good mechanical properties and anti-fric

tion and wear-resistant properties. 

[l] 

( 2l 
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